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Hello. My name is Nick Reinecker. I am here with my two children and we are from 
Inman Kansas. Thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the committe for letting me speak 
today on this most important issue. I have given you some history on hemp as well as an article 
regarding the federal governments patent on cannabis preparations and some additional 
information you may feel is pertinent. 

- 	We all have an endocannabinoid system in our bodies and in that context I believe the 
access to cannabis is an inalienable right. In regards to substances that chemically cross the 
blood brain barrier, whether it be the coffee bean, with caffeine, the cocoa bean; for chocolate or 
the cannabis plant with CBG's, THC's, CBN's or CBD's, these substances, at their fundamental 
levels are all psychoLctive foods. It is immoral and unconstitutional, in my opinion, to deny the 
citizens of Kansas the option of cannabis as a food source, a fuel source, a fiber source and for 
this committe, non [FDA evaluated uses. I am here today to advocate for those who cannot 
advocate for themselves and feel their only options are pills and/or surgery attached with 
unwelcome side effects and usually enslaving them to an endless monthly payment plan that 
follows. These parents before you today are out of options, period, and they are willing to do, 
whatever it takes, up to and including moving to another state for simple basic access to a seed LI 
bearing herb. It is my request that each of you research this issue beyond the fearElinongering 
known as reefer madness and be an informed lawmaker when dealing with a commodity that was 
used to make some of the first drafts of the Declaration of Independence, our AmOricàn flags and 
is currently used in foods, clothing, lotions etc that are imported into this country. We live in 
Kansas, our state seal says it all. We are agriculture. This plant represents an untapped 
economic market and individual liberty to grow a garden and eat it too. A far cry from the 
"Stockholm [Syndrome" like brainwashing that says this plant is the catalyst for all the evil in the 
world. All of us know why we do this or that and if our thoughts, words and deeds are for profit 
and control, we know, you know and I know. 

I. have been a Police Officer and would have rather arrested a parent for giving their 
children refined sugar or letting them watch Family Guy on the television than use force on 
individuals or families that are self [reliant and growing their own food. As a former 
EMT/Firefighter it is sickening to see citizen/patient medicine cabinets full of colored bottles 
containing synthetic substances, sometimes derived from whole plants, while those same 
individuals sometimes struggle to buy groceries. As a current restaurant operator, I am legally 
allowed to use a myriad of laboratory made food additives such as monosodium glutamate, a 
rainbow of color dyes and of course parsley, sage, rosemary and thyme but to use hemp I have to 
buy products from other countries and am considered a criminal if I produce it myself binding my 
liberty to be a producer. For those who wish to use "Charlottes Web" hemp oil for epileptic 
seziures this is a good bill, however, be aware this issue is only going to get bigger and 
understand that it is my personal mission to educate not only the masses but each individual 
Representative and Senator in the state of Kansas until such time this oppression is stopped or I 
have been dealt with through other means. We have thought about the future and this is us 
talking. Give us liberty or give us death. The choice is yours. God Bless each of you and your 
families. Thank You. 
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"Hemp for Traitors, North or South" 
civil War-era envelope politics. 

Hemphasis collection 

In 1619, because hemp was such an important resource, it was illegal not to grow hemp in 
Jamestown, Virginia. Massachusetts and Connecticut had similar laws. During the 1700's, 
subsidies and bounties were granted in Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, 
North & South Carolina, and the New England states to encourage hemp cultivation and 
the manufacturing of cordage and canvas. Unfortunately, these actions failed to establish a 
permanent hemp industry in any of these states. 

This article appeared 	Most hemp used for naval purposes was imported. During the first six months of 1770, the 
in the print version of 	colonies imported over 400 tons of hemp from Great Britain, 3,400 tons in 1800, and 

Hemphasis that " 	about 5,000 tons were imported each year between 1820 and 1840, which compares to the 
published in late 2004. 

domestic production in the 1800's, usually in the 5,000-10,000 ton range, except in the 
1840s and 50s when 30,000-plus tons of hemp were annually produced. 

In 1839, the Navy's showcase ropewalk in Charlestown, Mass., used 2,733 tons of hemp: 
2,500 tons Russian hemp, 200 tons Manilahemp, 33 tons American hemp. This 
quarter-mile ropewalk was constructed of granite walls and a slate roof that still stands 
strong. [Editor's note: "ropewalk" = a long, covered walk, or a low, level building, 
where ropes are manufactured] 

Kentucky first planted hemp near Danville in 1775. In 1790, hemp fiber was first 
advertised for sale in local papers. The hemp industry rapidly expanded and Kentucky 
became the industry center for the next 100 years. Most of Kentucky's hemp was grown in 
the "bluegrass" region that includes Fayette, Woodford, Jessamine, Garrard, Clark, 
Bourbon, Boyle, Scott and Shelby counties. In 1811, there were almost 60 ropewalks in 
Kentucky, and by the late 1850's, more than one-third of the 400 bagging, bale rope and 
cordage factories in Americawere located there. Later in the century, the production of 
cordage and bagging did not prove to be profitable using domestic hemp, so production 
was ceased as imported Manila and jute fibers were substituted. 
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Postcard scene from 1800s. Hem phasis collection 

Hemp was first grown in Missouri in 1835. By 1840, the "Show Me" state produced 
12,500 tons. During the Civil War Confederate Missouri State Guardsmen advanced 
behind mobile breastworks made of hemp to defeat the Union troops entrenched at the 
Masonic College, in Lexington, Missouri. The battlefield grounds can still be toured, and 
every three years in September, a reenactment is held. 

Hemp was grown in the eastern part of Illinois near Champaign and Rantoul from 1875 to 
1902. Trial crops were grown successfully near Houston, Texas in 1899 and 1900. 
Nebraska's hemp industry existed between 1887 and 1910 near Fremont and Havelock. In 
1910, the areas of hemp cultivation outside of Kentucky included fields near Lincoln, 
Nebraska, Kouts and North Liberty, Indiana, and Hanover, Pa. It was also being grown 
experimentally in Michigan, Minnesota, Iowa and Arkansas. 

California, too, grew hemp in many areas from around 1900 to around 1920, including 
Gridley in Butte County, the Courtland in the lower Sacramento Valley, Rio Vista in 
Solano County, and Lerdo near Bakersfield. 

The Wisconsin hemp industry began in 1908, when nine acres were grown in Mendota and 
Waupun. By 1915, 400 acres were grown and 7,000 acres in 1917. The leading hemp 
producing counties in Wisconsin in 1918 were Fond du Lac, Gteen Lake, Dodge and 
Racine. Matt Rens, later known as the "Hemp King," started growing hemp in Wisconsin in 
1914, and continued until 1958. Rens built several hemp processing mills, and rented 
equipment to the farmers to sow and harvest their crops. 

From 1804 through 1929, the average price paid for hemp fiber was close to or below the 
farmer's break-even point. Sharp increases in demand and price occurred, usually in 
conjunction with wars; in European in the early 1800s, the American Civil War, and the 
two World Wars. In 1915, 8,400 acreage of hemp grew in the U.S.: 6,500 acres in 
Kentucky,2,000 acres cumulatively in Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin and California. Because 
of the fiber shortage of IA/WI, Minnesota, South Dakota, Michigan, Kansas, Iowa and 
Illinois, increased domestic production of hemp to 41,200 acres in 1917. 

a., fl'40 91AP &t Tr,n $a,*$q 

The Shely Fiber Breaker (Scientific American, June 25, 1892) 
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"Designed to break six to eight thousand pounds of hemp or similar fiber per day. 
Takes up to nine people to assist with processing." 

Courtesy John Dvorak, hempology.orq 

Hemp rapidly declined in the 1920's. By 1929, only b600 acres of hemp were being grown 
in the United States, 140 acres in 1933, and no more than 2,000 
acres were grown in any year throughout the 1930's. It wasn't until World War il's Hemp 
For Victory campaign that domestic hemp fiber was once again in demand as 146,200 
acres were harvested in 1943. 

From 1892-1916, America used an average of 11,000 tons a year of hemp fiber, evenly 
divided between imports at 5,555 tons/year, and domestic production at 5,549 tons/year. 
This is 4% of the average of 254,462 tons of other imported "hemps" (jute, Manila and 
sisal). 

Now, let's compare the hemp figures to "king cotton." In 1892, 15,911,000 acres of cotton 
were grown in America; this increased to 34,985,000 acres in 1916. From 1892-1916 2.7 
million tons/yr of cotton were produced, 10 times the amount of all other hemp fibers. 
Economies of scale gave cotton a priôe advantage over field retted, hand broken hemp 
fiber. Today, farming cotton uses from 25-50% of the worlds crop chemicals. 

The dominance of the cotton industry is often cited as a factor in the demise of the hemp 
industry In 1829, the Navy started making its sailcloth out of cotton. Ironically, though, 15 
pounds of hemp were needed to properly wrap each 500 pound bale of cotton. 
Unfortunately demand disappeared as cheaper jute and metal hoops became commonplace 
for wrapping cotton bales. Several botanical prints of the era recognize the importance of 
hemp and cotton. 

1903 USDA Yearbook shows that the hemp grown in 
Gridley CA was well over 10 feet tall. 

Courtesy John Dvorak, hempolociy.orq 

The need for "naval grade" (i.e., water retted) hemp was apparent because mildew and 
rot-proof hemp was desirable. As early as 1730, Pennsylvania statutes required the use of 
water-retted hemp for cordage. In 1808, the Secretary of the Navy asked for sealed bids to 
supply the Navy with water-retted cordage. In 1810, American Ambassador and future 
president, John Quincy Adams, wrote a detailed description of how high quality water-
retted hemp was produced in Russia. 

Despite the prevailing knowledge that water-retted hemp was better suited for naval 
cordage and the fact that it generally drew a higher price on the market than dew retted 
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hemp, few American hemp farmers adopted the practice. As late as 1913, Dewey noted that 
'dew retting is practiced almost exclusively'. While a higher price could be received for 
water-retted hemp, there was a limited market for it. For American fanners of that time, 
there was a bigger market for dew retted hemp. 

,,,g. a,,, ,,,, vsj 	4. ....m. 	40.00it 

June, 1942, Farm Journal and Farmer's. Wife; 
"Al the hempséed available in the U.S. is stacked 
in this Kentucky warehouse under armed guard. 

Next year, USDA hopes, there'll be enough 
to grow 350,000 acres." 

Courtesy John Dvorak, hempoloqy.orci 

The methods used to harvest and process hemp had a major effect on the cost of producing 
hemp. In general, mechanical breaking and processing machines were not used, resulting in 
higher cost per acre and lower quality fiber. In 1824, the Hines and Baines Machine for 
breaking flax and hemp was being used with great success in Ohio. In 1828, this machine 
was used in conjunction with water-retting to produce hemp fiber "fully equal if not 
superior in quality to the best of Russian Hemp." This machine only needed half of its hurd 
by-product to power its steam engine, saving "two cords of wood a day." 

While inventions relating to cotton were continually modified and improved, the evolution 
of hemp machinery lagged. In 1913, Lyster Dewey reported for the USDA that "more than 
three-fourths of the hemp fiber produced in Kentucky is broken out on the hand break". 
This lack of progress unquestionably stunted the growth of Anierica's hemp industry. 

This poster (17"x22") was widely distributed 
in agricultural areas of the U.S. during WWII. 

Hem phasis collection 
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Another factor affecting the demand for hemp was a lack of markets. Cordage, twine, and 
bagging were the primary items for which hemp was used. As late as 1916, hemp hurds 
were considered a waste product and hemp seed was only used as birdseed, not as food. 
Jason L. Merrill wrote in a USDA circular that 'Our forests are being cut three times as 
fast as they grow." Dewey (his co-researcher) and Merrill knew that using hemp for paper 
could prevent deforestation and -help save the environment. Despite the knowledge that 
hemp produced a more efficient superior grade of paper, wood pulp continued as the 
primary source of paper. 

The hemp industry operated under the well known principles of a capitalist society where 
supply and demand detenrtined price. People decided to grow or process hemp based on the 
amount of money that they could receive for it. 

But the laws of supply and demand were effectively thrown out the window starting in the 
1930's when the market wrecking pogrom that is Reefer Madness was unleashed on an 
unsuspecting populace. Hemp's association with marijuana undoubtedly caused reluctance 
in farmers to grow it, while the bureaucratic red tWe surrounding the enforcement of the 
Marihuana Tax Act of 1937 effectively regulated the hemp industry out of existence, 
destroying a huge money market in the process! 

A map published by the USDA in 1970 shows that hemp 
can be grown in almost every state of continental America. 

Courtesy John Dvorak, hempolocjy.orci 	- 

The current demand for hemp fiber is still relatively low, although new uses for it continue 
to be developed. The energy crisis is shining new light on renewable crops, such as hemp, 
as a source of energy. The value of the cellulose rich hemp hurds as a source of paper, 
building materials, fuel and animal bedding is now universally recognized, and the 
multitude of nutritional benefits contained in the hempseed are manifesting themselves in 
numerous foods and health care products. However, until hemp can once again operate in 
the free market it will not even be given the chance to succeed. 

John Dvorak is the founder of the Boston Hemp Co-op, curator and we bm aster of the Hemp History 
Library and Museum 'hempolo. orr). He is also the Internet Editor for the Journal of Industrial 

Hemp. 
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dtent on Pot 

Are they confused in Washington D.C.,or just deceptive" That is the burning question You be the judge According to the U.S.Drug Enforcement 
Agency The FDA noted"that no sound scientific studies supported medicaL use of marijuana for treatment in the United States,, and no anImal or 
human data supported the safety or efficacy of marijuana for general medical use?'-This statement Was released to the general public after the Feds 
filed a patent on pot, to corner the market on many of its medicinal uses.--  

As virtually everyone who liah had access to the-media-will tell you, t.LSdn,g enfordèment officials stand by the notion that there is no medicinal value 
to marijuana. Yet when cameras shut off and microphones have been put away, our government has quietly worked to profit on future marijuana - 
medicines - 
Consider U.S. patent ti6 630 507 entitled Cannabinoids as antioxidants and neuropnotetants Filed iri2001=-ltltspatent, which was subsequently 
granted in 2003 gives us an insight into-the canny duplicity that has characterized U S goveromenrpolicy toward marijuana In the patent, assigned to 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Sere it(HHS) the applicantsstate1hefolll5wiig Cannabinozda have been found to have antioxidant 
properties unrelated to NMDA receptor antagonism This new,  found propefty makes carinabinoids useful in the treatment and prophytaxia of wide 
variety of oxidation associated diseases, such as ischemic, age-related, inflammatory and autoimmund diseases. The cannabindids are found to have 
particular application as neuroprotectants, fo'rexarnpte in limiting neurological darnagefollowing ,ischemicinsults, suchatistmke and trauma, orirl the 
treatment of neurodegenerative diseases, such as Aiziteiniers disease, Parkinson's disease and HIV dementia."  

--4 	 - 	 - 	- 

Lpj me sort this out for you. Basically the patent stales that cannabinotds, the active compoUnds in marijuana, show benefits for treating stroke; heart - 
attack, inflammation, and autoimrnune disorders, and may be beneficial in the treatment of Alzfieimer's. Parkinson's and HIV. Thafs not bad for a plant 
with no purported medicinal value 	 'S  

To bolster their argument bra patent on the effectiveness of cannabincids against many common life-threatening diseases the HHS goes further,  
citing a list of studies showing that canniabinoids also possess anitl-epi1epticproperlies protect- the brain, fight arthritis, and help in cases of glaucoma. 

There is a. large and ever-growing body of science denioCslratiitg that the fictive compounds in cannabis possess a multitude of beneficial properties. If 
you surf PubMed (The National Library of Medicines online medicinal database), you will find studies that-affirm the antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and 
protective properties of pot. And remember, that database is run by the U.S. government. in fairness, there are also studies showing that 10 some 
populations use of cannabis can produce anxiety and imbslanced mood and can be especially disorienting in cases of schrzophrnia 
substance, cannabis cannabis works For some and not for others. : - 	- 	--- - - - - - - 	- -- 	-- 	- - 

As of August 3, 2010, a simple search of'cannabis" on PubMed reveals 12,582 published scientific papers on cannabis. Not all of those papers 
concern pcsibve medicinal benefits of cannabis but many do  

Ever-since lhegmiind-breaking work onganiiabis-ancrpfiuiinducted by. Dr.WlIliam Shaunessy in the late 1800s,cannabis haa been increasingly 
recognized for its medicinal prop tie:Cannabts aids in the liëf of manytypes of pain, most notably pain associated with multiple scler6a1s Ingestion 
of cannabis either by inhalation orby eating it improves appetite, and is of valtte to HIV sufferers, wasting diseases and chemotherapy patients, helping 
them to eat put on weight and improve immune function Cannabis helps with glaucoma (a leading caue of blindness.) by reducing pressure in the 
eye. Cannabis was once included in the U.S Pharmacopoeia, and-was-sold it drug stores. Additional studies show powerful protective properties, and 
this may lead to the development of a-broad variety of cannabinoid-bised medicines.  

So here is a question Is it fair and nght for the U.S. govemment to vigorously teny any medicinal benefits of marijuana while they seek profits in filing 
a pot patent" I personally think that the answer is no As time goes on if you want to develop a marijuana medicine for oxidation inflammation pain 
jieart attack stroke or neuro-protection you will be prohibited from doing so because of the "Pot Patent' Arid if marijuana medicuras emerge for the 
diseases described above, this will happen under the auspices of that patent, and the Feds will reap the profits. 	. 	.. 

The debate over-cannabis in society has:  increased in frequencyand-vriliie, especially;:ovsr the past 2O4wais. Various laws affecting the cultivation, 
sale and possession of cannabis have changed. Fusiatjdus the District of Columbia now have medical :rixaruana laws A oozen alales have 
decriminalized the possession of small amggots-of cannabis Marijuana is a multi billion dollar cash crop that plays heavily in the economies of several 
states, notably California ark! Hayait.Ailtl'the science on cannabis ass beneficial medicine grows steadily ssresearchers peer into the chemicartiV-
of this plant and conduct.49oroCs experiments Looking ahead I see broader 4onmintihiza1ion more medual-mquiry into the plant and eventually a—
product that isaolditi lazed like alcohol and tobacco. Hopefultyin the process, marijuana medicineti will-gain broad distribution, to aid people whose - - 
iealth-cagreatfy improved by these remedies.  

'Much of the prevailing public apprehension about marijuana may stern from the drug's effedi of inducing introspection and bodily oaasivity, which an-  
antipathetic to a culture that values aggressiveness achievement, and activity The New Columbia Encyclopedia 

Chris Vjiharri isa niedlcine hunter who researches natural remedies all over the world, from the Amazon to Sih&a. He teaches ethnobotany at the 
versity of Massachusetts Arab erst where he is E,plorer In Residence. Chris ad eherLvii, cosmetic and pharniaceuffcaJ-cornssnies and is a 
ularguestbrf radioand Tv programs woddwide. His field research is larg.elyjponsoreidbyNaturexofAv(gnon, Fiance. React more at - 	- 

- . -QP$A.Medicinfl' tercom  


